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Abstract

This essay talks about responding to memory during the architectural design process. It firstly discusses the definition of memory on 
site and the reason why must architecture respond to the memory on site. Then it analyses the process of memory response into four 
stages in order to have a better understanding of it. Furthermore, four examples of design processes are illustrated to critically look at 
different strategies architects used in these stages, no matter they are successful or failed. Lastly, it talks about my own reflection and 
understanding towards this topic and the inspiration I have to support my future architectural design.

What’s memory on site? 

Paul Goldberger(2009) describes memory as an essential part of architectural experience: “one that is different for every one of us and 
much harder to quantify but that, in the end, is probably more important”. Although difficult to define, it does contain many aspects of 
our daily life: the external aspects(history, past, culture, visual elements, people’s encounter, movement, relationships) and the internal 
aspects( people feeling, emotion, atmosphere).

As far as I am concerned, the inner aspects is the key feature of memory which leads to such an important part of architectural 
experience while the external aspects specifically make influence on the inner perception of people. Thus, this article specifically focuses 
on the internal memory through the design process while external aspects would be mentioned when discussing the application of this 
external aspects to recall or recreate people’s internal memories.

Why must architecture respond to the memory on site?

Normally, a building responds to the memory on site to commemorate past, or use it as a way of expressing architects’ design concept 
so that the erected building will make sense. However, there is something beyond those reasons: it is about recalling people’s emotions, 
feelings, perception of the world. As a result for this recalled memory, the inner heart of people get sympathetic response, whether a 
sense of belonging, confidence, peace and or even dignity. It may improve people’s relationship and experience that have been lost in the 
past and may examine the past in order to envisage a better future.

Furthermore, It helps to perceive and enjoy the world better. As Paul Goldberger (2009) mentions, “these memories set a tone for the 
way we experience the new, since to a significant degree we perceive buildings that are new to us by how they fit into a worldview that 
is formed by the architecture we have seen before, even if we do not actively remember it.” Peter Zumthor(2006) appreciates even more 
sensitive perceptions: “ I am convinced that real things do exist...They reach beyond signs and symbols, they are open, empty...Here, 
in this perceptual vacuum, a memory may surface, a memory that seems to issue from the depths of time. Now our observation of the 
object embraces a presentiment of the world in all its wholeness because there is nothing that cannot be understood.”



How to respond to memory in site?

According to the general process of architectural design, the way that memory is responded is analyzed through the following stages: 

-collecting memory on site
     -questionnaires, drawings, measurements, recordings, photographs
     -self experience
     -performative survey
     -literature review

-processing memory
     -analyzing, mapping
     -drawings, manifestos
     -archiving documents

-taking action on site
    -construction of structure on site
    -community consolidation/workshop
    -involving people through design/construction process

-getting reaction from site
    -getting feedback from people on/off site
    -engaging with people to run the action further 

By critically reflecting on the process of several projects below, including experience of my own projects, the strategies on how to respond 
to memory will be better understood.



Illustration showing the general process of memory response in architetrual design



1.Taking unconventional action on site  
-Folly wall in Barking Town Square by MUF 
-(Keywords: material, fragment, in-between the past and the present)

MUF has been doing well in the stage of taking action on site in order to respond 
to the lost memory of an old square called Barking Town Square in East London 
during its regeneration. Ordinary architect would place a new modern construction 
with some part of it made of old local materials to reflect certain part of the history 
in this area. 

However, MUF breaks the rules by building a piece of folly wall which looks exactly 
like an old heritage with reclaimed 19th-century bricks and salvaged sculptures. 
Practically, it serves as a fourth elevation for the square. According to MUF (www.
muf.co.uk) "This seven meters high folly recreates a fragment of the imaginary 
lost past of Barking. The project involved a number of diverse groups in its detail 
design, this included students from the Theatre School, elders from the Afro-
Caribbean lunch club and apprentices from the local bricklayers college." 

The significance of this practice in terms of memory response is that it creates a 
strong moment when the past and the present meet. Compared with the simple 
way of inserting old material into the new construction in front of which people can 
tell the difference between the past and the present so well, this stretch of wall, 
looking like an old folly, decorated with salvaged items, even crawled with climbers, 
has successfully trapped viewers into its rich contexts easily - their conciseness 
has been vacuumed to let their imagination go freely when trying to understand 
the ambiguous fragments and details of the wall, and their emotion stopped 
somewhere between the past and the present.

In addition, as MUF are engaging various workshops with people on/off site, the 
wall serves as a stage where moments and memories are continuously growing in 
this area, creating a lively and inspiring atmosphere for the people in this area and 
hopefully even have a better confidence and fondness for the place that they are 
living in.

Figure 1



Illustration showing MUF's way of memory response



2.Strong impression as a set stone for the whole process 
-Saint Benedict Chapel, Sumvitg, Switzerland by Peter Zumthor
-(keywords: atmosphere, intimacy, encounter, no need for literal old 
fashion)

Regarding memories as “reservoirs of the architectural atmosphere 
and images”(Zumthor, 2006) that he explore in his work as an architect, 
Peter Zumthor’s way of memory response is always with “a strong 
general impression” which is coming through the whole process. He 
collects memories by “absorbing moods, moving in spatial situations” 
and processes memories by wondering “what it was that triggered the 
sense of protection, warmth, lightness or spaciousness that has stayed 
in my memory” (Zumthor, 2006). Admittedly, it sounds somehow vague 
and broad to claim itself as an response strategy when it requires 
a good talent such as Zumthor who has been well qualified with a 
longtime architectural experience both as an architect and a observer 
of the life. However, in my opinion, it is essential to bear this strong 
impression in mind through the process as it is a way for architect both 
to understand by himself the real things happening in site and to create 
a piece of work that reaches beyond the physical needs of people.

Figure 2

Figure 3



Referring back to the action Zumthor did for the Sumvitg, he caught the sense of intimate atmosphere in this area and presented it in 
an peaceful way.It is a new chapel designed for the village of Sumvitg to be a substitute for the old chapel that have been destroyed 
by avalanche. “In our village, If you close your eyes and listen to its voice, you will experience a complete quiet atmosphere. It is 
only when people in the village come to the chapel for praying that they have the chance  to meet with each other.”1 Thus, Zumthor’s 
memory is more about the intimate sense between people and their experiences of encounter in this little quiet village. Responding 
to this sensitive memory, Zumthor rejected the organ in the new chapel. Compared with the old chapel which is sacred with the 
solemn organ, the small scale leaf-shaped chapel which is made of timber create an extremely intimate atmosphere and even 
domestic feeling ---- people can hear others’ voices clearly whenever they are singing the song or talking with each other. As Kent 
and Charles(1978) says, “Body spatiality, by contrast, refers to an internal world which is not only distinct from and within an external 
world, but which is centered around “landmarks” and bodily memories that reflect a lifetime of events encountered outside the psychic 
body boundary.”  Zumthor’s way of encouraging people encountering and closing the intimacy between each other is the reflection of 
people’s inner world which is beyond the bodily experience.

After the construction of this new chapel, the elderly were disappointed by the new one as they thought the new chapel was not 
as “holy” as those conventional chapels. However, as time goes by, more people are coming to enjoy the warm feeling of praying 
together in the new chapel, including those elderly. This maybe due to people’s inner satisfaction with this new chapel rather than the 
visual perception. Thus, in terms of designing buildings that respond to memory, “It is natural to find the comfort in the familiar. That 
doesn’t mean that we necessarily want buildings to look like ones we have seen before..But memory doesn’t have to demonstrate its 
power in such a literal fashion.”(Bloomer, 1977)

1 This information is based on a talk and tour guide in the new chapel of Sumvitg with a local painter working in the old chapel and his 
architect son-in-law Julien Cooper  



Illustration showing Zumthor's way of memory response



3.Inappropriate action leads to failure on memory response 
-My final graduate design project: Shibati District Redevelopment project, 
Chongqing, China
-(Keywords: history and story, careful record, too fast and direct action on site )

The redevelopment project, filled with rich historical contents, combined both 
success and failure in terms of memory response. It was successful in the 
first stage of collecting and processing memory and helped me to understand 
the history and stories of this area clearly.The original road shapes, network, 
names of the streets are mapped which appear to be disappearing generally 
which means that a lot of past memories are lost. In order to keep those 
memories in the past, a careful record was done to represent the disappeared 
street information from historical maps and stories. Several interesting stories 
are discovered relating to the names of those streets by researching on local 
chronicles. At the same time, the mountain-scape itself which is known as the 
most important feature for city of chongqing has been destroyed due to the rapid 
urban development. Thus it became an important part of memory that need to be 
evoked in the project.

However, the project jumped too fast to the next stage of taking action on site. 
It went well with the effort of protecting historical information--the road network 
and buildings of historical values are carefully selected to be preserved and 
represented. As to the effort of evoking hill shapes, too many buildings are 
proposed to be demolished in order to smash the existing urban fabrics. The 
solution is to create standard categories of new buildings to form a new fabric 
which is more sensitive in revealing the hill shape. The outcome turnt out to be 
something not associated with the site. On the other hand, the project put too 
much focus on the general urban fabrics and street layout so that it lose the most 
adorable visual quality around this area and the strong intimate emotion inside. 
Therefore, it is a lesson that although a lot work has been done in the research 
stage, it does not mean that the architect should try to address every single issue 
identified.

BLOCK_Shiba Ti12

 Examples in the first stage - successful

 Examples in the stage of taking action - failed



Illustration showing my graduate project's way of memory response



4.Trying to feel every moment in person 
-My project of student accommodation design in STUDIO 5, Sheffield University
-(Keywords: sensitive moments, special way of collecting meomory)

My exploration of my site, Tapton Hall residence, started with a tour from Arts Tower to the site and its surrounding and I have drew it 
as a diary of a student’s daily routes. As my previous performative survey is about wearing pajama to experience the level of privacy in 
different places, I imagine myself wearing it with the same attitude to look at each space and moment happening during the tour. This 
helps me a lot to look into sensitive moment that I have never noticed before, such as two children were playing inside a narrow lane 
between the terrace houses with sunlight shining into the dark corner of the lane, which later on is developed as part of my design to 
represent domestic and intimate feelings of student accommodation. It also helps me to realize that in-between spaces(or boundaries) 
provide the most natural shelter for people with the level of privacy they wish.

Tapton Hall Residence 
going to be demolished Old Grinstone Pub

popular with students
Etruria House
next to the "secret garden"
listed building

Pisgah House
listed residence 1820

Entrance of "Secret Garden"
locked

Old Grinstone Pub InteriorWhitham Road
big football playground on one side
of the street
small shops on the other side

Whitham Road
residece along the road
dirty brick walls & blue bin

Etruria House Interior
home feeling hotel
elegant decoration
friendly old woman- owner

Coombe Road

Western Bank Garden
lovely environment, quiet, relaxing
people were talking with each
other even on the middle
of the path

Arts Tower
time to go back home!

Key Factors
to feel at home

Key Factors 
to feel not at home

 
Garden

Enough Open Space
(people have the choice
whether hide themselves
or join public conversation)

Houses are isolated with  
eachother. All the entrances 
are facing the road.

Entrance of "Secret Garden"
locked

Nice views of people doing 
activities from the fences.

Poor garden condition.
Walls are like big boundaries.

Green spaces
Lively Shops Lower wall serves as a seat 

for a student who was waiting 
for his friends

Tall trees serve as a natural 
boundary

No connection with surrounding buildings. 
Every building is isolated with each other 
with sharp boundaries

Home settings: curtain, sofa, 
football match ----soft fabric

Lovely Plants surrounding the 
old building

A nice old woman who looks 
like a lovely grandma. 

H o m e  s e t t i n g :  f l o w e r s , 
decorations. elegant furniture 

A good view from the large 
window to enjoy environment 
outside

remote area, locked entrance remote area, locked entrance

interesting narrow path towards 
inside garden
Children running with eachother

lovely garden

Back Home Routes

Main Site



Illustration showing my studio project's way of memory response



My reflection

By looking at the process of memory response during the architectural design, I have learnt that the whole process can be as important 
as each stage involved. Memory should be collected, processed, and responded to according to the site in a logical way. Architect’s own 
imagination without careful consideration could be dangerous to jump too fast to the response towards the site.The awareness of bearing 
in mind the impression and moments on site during the entire design process could be quite helpful to reach beyond the physical level of 
design. Memory would continue to grow even after the structure is constructed on the site, so it is necessary to think about how to make 
the building make good effect after the construction(helping people to create new memories, making the memory stronger as time passes 
by). In addition, it is always interesting and effective to think about inconventional ways during each stages to break the rules of traditional 
stratgies.

I am interested in this topic because, as mentioned in the Spatial Recall(Treib, 2009), the city is empty because the imagination is easier 
to produce architecture than human beings; at the same time, architects have always valued the material existance of structure over the 
actual activities taking places in the space they have designed. My idea is to use the reflection I learnt from previous study of memory 
response to improve my own strategies during my future architectural design process to bring more deep and real things(especially 
meomory) towards each site. It is also essential for me, as a Chinese architeture student to reexamine and question the traditional 
western process of meomory response. Is there any potential to use an austhestic east way to represent the meomory which is also 
austhestic and vague?
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